The GW method is a many-body approach capable of providing quasiparticle bands for realistic systems spanning physics, chemistry, and materials science. Despite its power, GW is not routinely applied to large complex materials due to its computational expense. We perform an exact recasting of the GW polarizability and the self-energy as Laplace integrals over imaginary time propagators. We then "shred" the propagators (via energy windowing) and approximate them in a controlled manner by using Gauss-Laguerre quadrature and discrete variable methods to treat the imaginary time propagators in real space. The resulting cubic scaling GW method has a sufficiently small prefactor to outperform standard quartic scaling methods on small systems ( 10 atoms) and also represents a substantial improvement over several other cubic methods tested. This approach is useful for evaluating quantum mechanical response function involving large sums containing energy (difference) denominators.
Hence, reducing the expense of GW calculations has been the subject of numerous studies. O(N 4 ) GW methods with smaller prefactors avoid the use of unoccupied states via iterative matrix inversion [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or use sum rules or energy integration to greatly reduce the number of unoccupied states [19] [20] [21] . Prior cubic-scaling O(N 3 ) methods include a spectral representation approach [22] (which has a large prefactor as we discuss below) and a space/imaginary time method [23] requiring analytical continuation from imaginary to real frequencies. Finally, even linear scaling GW is possible via stochastic approaches [24] for the total density of electronic states with the caveat that the non-deterministic stochastic noise must be added to the list of usual convergence parameters.
Here, we present a deterministic O(N 3 ) GW approach in real space based on sum-over-states arising from a imaginary time formulation which forms the basis for controlled approximations. The method shows excellent convergence by using an exact energy windowed Laplace transform over imaginary time allowing for accurate treatment with Gauss-Laguerre quadrature integration. As we show below, the windowing strategy leads to very efficient reduced order method with a small prefactor, and hence our O(N 3 ) method is already competitive with both O(N 4 ) approaches for small unit cells (and is thus guaranteed to win for even larger systems). Similarly, it outperforms other O(N 3 ) methods we have tested. As our approach works directly in frequency domain bypassing imaginary time samplings or analytic continuation [23] , it is easy to implement in standard GW implementations [25, 26] .
To keep the discussion simple, we describe how the new approach works for the basic and most widely used "G 0 W 0 " level of GW theory: both the screening and selfenergy are computed based on the DFT band structure with no further self-consistency. Our approach is directly applicable to G 0 W 0 , while applying it to more complex GW calculations requires further developments. For clarity, we develop our method using the static random phase approximation irreducible polarizability matrix P for an insulating system with an energy gap to demonstrate the basic principles. The modifications needed to handle finite temperature, metals the self-energy are described afterwards (and in Ref. [26] ).
In real space, for a zero temperature gapped system we have
where N v and N c are the number of occupied (valence v) and unoccupied (conduction c) states. [25] ). Approaches that reduce the expense of computing P , the most computational intensive part of GW, are welcome.
The key advantage of working in the real space representation of P (Eq. 1) is that the product over wave functions is already separable: if the energy dependence (i.e., the energy denominator) can be made separable, one can reduce the algorithmic scaling by an order to O(N 3 ). We describe a method based on Laplace transforms over imaginary time and subsequent numerical approximation by Gaussian quadrature that delivers high performance (see Ref. [26] for an alternative but less efficient approach based on interpolation).
Since
where E g is the energy gap, the Laplace transform
neatly creates the desired separability under the integral; here a is an energy scale parameter discussed below. Inserting Eq. (2) 
are the unoccupied and occupied imaginary time propagators (Green's functions), respectively. We have introduced the valence band maximum E . The imaginary time formalism connects our work to that of Ref. [23, 27, 28] .
Formally, the exact formula Eq. (3) represents an O(N 3 ) method for systems represented in a finite basis set scaling with N , since the sums over v and c are separable. In practice, the integral over imaginary time x/a must be replaced by a discrete quadrature. If a quadrature is applied directly to Eq. (3) without further refinement, to achieve tolerable errors quadrature grid must be taken to be very fine. The reason is straightforward: for a well-converged GW calculation, many high energy conduction bands are needed so that the energy differences E c − E v becomes quite large leading to rapidly decaying exponentials in x which necessitates dense quadrature grids in x. More precisely, the smallest and largest energy scales are the gap E g = E , and E bw /E g > 100 is typical especially for small-gapped materials.
To alleviate the large bandwidth/small gap problem, we introduce an exact energy windowing approach based on shredding (decomposing) the propagators: we divide the energy range of the valence band into N vw contiguous energy windows and similarly for N cw conduction band windows. Valence window l ranges from E min vl to E max vl (conduction band windows are indexed by m). Figure 1 shows a simple example of a 2×2 window decomposition. This exact rewriting simply regroups the band summations into batches over pairs of energy windows:
where each window pair (l, m) contributes
Note, each window pair has its own energy range a lm and the imaginary time density matrices for the windows are given byρ 
and ∆E vl = E max vl − E v and ∆E cm = E c − E min cm defined with respect to the extreme band energies in each window. A good choice of windows can significantly reduce the ratio E lm bw /E lm g for a window pair which allows the use of coarse quadrature grids and hence an efficient method.
While Eq. (6) is exact as written, we need to calculate it accurately via controlled, efficient approximations. First, we must discretize the r-coordinate to generate finite-sized matrices. For the widely used plane wave Fourier basis, which we employ herein, we use a uniform grid in r-space that is dual to the finite Fourier (gspace) basis; one combines this with fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) to move between the Fourier and r representations exactly. For other basis sets, appropriate real-space discrete variable representations (DVRs) can be used [29] [30] [31] . Second, the imaginary time integrals must be discretized, which is what we focus on below. Given the exponentials being integrated, we use GaussLaguerre (GL) quadrature with N GL points: where {w k } and {x k } are weights and nodes for GL quadrature [32] 
is very close to the optimal choice. To quantify N GL , we consider the target functionP where all ψ n (r) = 1,
We then repeat the Laplace transform, windowing and quadrature steps forP . Assuming a flat density of states for valence and conduction bands, the errors in GL quadrature ofP for each window pair turn out to depend primarily on E lm bw /E lm g for that window pair. For a fixed error tolerance, we find that N lm GL ∝ E lm bw /E lm g [26] . For a material such as Si where the DFT E g ≈ 0.5 eV and E bw ≈ 55 eV is needed for good convergence, not using any windows translates into N GL ≈ 20 which is large; windowing is the remedy.
The final step is to choose an optimal windowing that minimizes the overall computational cost. The cost to compute P lm scales as N (12) This expression for C compares very well to a more explicit evaluation of C using actual values of N lm GL and sums over the transition energies in the windows, which can alternatively be employed to optimize for systems with complicated DOS structure [26] .
In principle, we should minimize Eq. (12) boundaries. A posteriori, this is unnecessary given the smooth behavior of C: simpler approaches are equally effective. We vary the number of windows N cw and N vw from 1 to 10 independently, and the window boundaries are always chosen to be from a list of fixed list of energies that divide each band into 10 equal segments. For a given number of windows (N vw , N cw ), we minimize the cost function of Eq. (12) over all the discrete window choices. For example, to simulate bulk Si with its relatively small gap of E g = 0.5 eV, when E bw = 54.5 eV, the minimum number of computation occurs at N vw = 1 and N cw = 4 [26] .
To evaluate the performance of our method, we chose two materials: Si and MgO. We run standard plane wave pseudopotential DFT calculations for both materials to describe the ground state and DFT band structure [26] . Si is a prototypical covalent crystal with a moderate band gap (0.5 eV in DFT-LDA) while rocksalt MgO is an ionic crystal with a relatively large gap (4.4 eV with LDA). We monitor the errors in two basic observables: the macroscopic optical dielectric constant ∞ and the band gap. Figure 2 shows the error in ∞ as a function of the computational savings achieved by our N 3 method compared to the N 4 method for a fixed system size of 16 atoms. Each data point is generated by fixing a maximum error tolerance forP to derive parameters for energy windows and GL quadratures. Then the error tolerance is varied to generate the plots. Figure 3 shows data for the band gaps within the COHSEX approximation for the GW self-energy [8] .
The windowed Laplace GL approach is the clear winner, especially for Si which has a much smaller band gap than MgO. The interpolation method works better for MgO than Si: the larger gap in MgO means that functions of energy are easier to interpolate. For both materials, we achieve better than 0.1 eV accuracy of the band gap with at least an order of magnitude reduction in computation. These results are for a fixed system size of N = 16 atoms, so the savings improve linearly with the number of atoms for N > 16.
For a complete GW calculation, one must handle metallic systems and also compute the self-energy. For metals, one replaces 1
is a smoothed step function around the chemical potential µ (Fermi level) [33] [34] [35] which leads to smooth behavior when E v = E c = µ; only minor changes to our method are needed [26] . Turning to the self-energy, if the poles of the screened interaction W (ω) r,r are at ω p with residues B p r,r , the dynamic (frequency-dependent) part of the GW self-energy is
We can apply windows-plus-quadrature to generate a cubic scaling method that delivers Σ dyn (ω) directly for real frequencies ω [36] . We create two sets of windows for the two sets of energies {ω − n } and {ω p } and write Σ dyn as a sum over window pairs as per Eq. (6) where each window pair has its own quadrature. Almost all the terms in Eq. (13) can use the above Laplace with GL quadrature scheme with no modification since the denominator x = ω − n ± ω p is finite and with fixed sign for two non-overlapping windows. The difficulty is that, for overlapping windows, the denominator x changes sign inside the energy windows so we can not use Eq. (2). We have created a Gaussian-type quadrature for the overlapping window cases [26] that delivers accurate results with small quadrature grids. Figure 3 shows the method in action for the band gap of Si: high accuracy is possible with large computational savings compared to the N 4 method. The final point is to verify the scaling of our method and to see if it confers any benefits compared to existing methods in practice. To verify scaling, we time the P calculation versus the number of atoms and show the compute time per operation in Figure 4 : the num- [37] . It is exciting that all the compute times per operation are very close to each other: our N 3 method has a prefactor that is comparable to the N 4 method already for small systems, so we get a speedup even for small N 10. A direct comparison between our windowed Laplace method and accelerated O(N 4 ) methods shows that our method is already competitive for small systems [26] . Comparison to existing O(N 3 ) methods also shows sizable improvements for our windowed Laplace approach [26] .
In summary, we have presented a real-space cubic- scaling sum-over-states method for GW calculations that works directly in frequency space and does not require analytic continuation from the imaginary to real axis. The method is already competitive with standard N 4 scaling methods for unit cells of 10-20 atoms as above and provides significant computational savings for desired band gap accuracies of 10-100 meV. Finally, the method is straightforward to implement in a number of existing GW implementations using any basis set for which an efficient DVR can be constructed.
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